First you cancel my birthday party and now this!!! Kevin, you've gone too far! No matter how hard I try, I'll never be able to clean-up City Hall for you!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Ron takes a slug

How to be a movie star or just look like one

by Gerry Doherty

Whenver a serious news development breaks, such as the assassination attempt on President Reagan, our role is to give readers something they will never read in the newspapers or see on television. We have accomplished newsworthy that will not ever be heard. Our coverage of the shooting. Hundreds of out staff members spent days interviewing people around the Washington area.

Our White House and Capitol Hill staff members have come across dialogue used with those involved. We have interviewed a nationally respected psychiatrist to get an idea on the mentality of people who shot presidents, why they do it, and the possible ways for officials to cope with future attempts. A profile on Reagan's attacker, John Hinckley, examines his background and reasons.

Polls show that Reagan is now considered a hero, respected for shooting curve and newsmaker around a painful ordeal. The question many people asked themselves was: Who is the President? Who is the most dangerous, the most the pain? The best food. Snorted the best cocaine.

The playing junior high basketball. Quit the team only because the other players didn't play ball in the showers. He was homeroom president, but attempted to rape his homeroom teacher, armed with a fountain pen.

Hinckley became less active in school by the ninth grade, recalls his friend Kirk Dooley, because "he didn't have many girlfriends; he had his grades, and we threatened him after he gossiped the school mascot." Hinckley now, 25, did try to make it, to succeed. He enrolled at George Washington University Hospital in 1976 and in St. John's, New York, where he was reared in a society. In my profession...
JOIN
The Jodie Foster Fan Club

Just send us a love letter that you have written to Jodie and we'll send you....

★ Two tickets to see Jodie Foster in 'Taxi Driver'
at Yale University

★ A 350 magnum

★ A list of political officials that you can track down in the name of Jodie

This advertisement is paid for by the National Rifle Association (N.R.A.).
Surgeon General admits cigarettes are healthy
by Mark Micheli

The Surgeon General, along with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Cancer Foundation, today admitted the "Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health" campaign was a huge hoax initiated over 20 years ago.

"There was mounting evidence in the late 50's that smoking tobacco was actually very beneficial to one's health. Some doctors were even describing tar and nicotine as miracle cures all drugs. We were afraid that if we did not combat these facts with a major campaign saying that cigarettes were bad for one's health, the world's supply of tobacco would be reduced to nil within five years. I'm sorry, I believe in his own lies about the bad effects cigarettes have."

"We will release the information to the faculty at final examination time to use in determining final grades. Who knows, maybe a little private session to discuss prior knowledge may have an effect on the grades. Hell, we use prior knowledge when it can be applied with religious comedian Danny Thomas (another hoax started by religious agencies) where the St. Judes Hospital For Children, today admits the 'Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health' campaign was immediately rushed to the United States when he started to believe his own lies about the bad effects cigarettes have."

The Surgeon General said he switched to a low-tar brand several years ago when he started to believe in his own lies about the bad effects cigarettes have.

Suffolk to investigate sexual histories
by Nina Gaeta

Suffolk University has copied a highly controversial questionnaire form the Welfare Department and will use this as the new entrance examination. The new examination questions incoming freshmen and all transfer students on their sexual activities along with other extracurricular activities. Admissions Director William Coughlin said he expects each and every applicant to tell the truth on their questionnaires and added the answers will remain confidential until final examination time.

"We will release the information to the faculty at final examination time to use in determining final grades. Who knows, maybe a little private session to discuss prior knowledge may have an effect on the grades. Hell, we use prior knowledge when it can be applied with religious comedian Danny Thomas (another hoax started by religious agencies) where the St. Judes Hospital For Children, today admits the 'Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health' campaign was immediately rushed to the United States when he started to believe his own lies about the bad effects cigarettes have."

The Welfare Department has been battling with the ACLU and women applicants for welfare since it introduced three questions dealing with the sexual habits of the applicants. These questions have aroused anger and self-searching for those looking for funds. The questions are:

Name, in order, the last men you have had sex with. When, where, why, and how. Whom do you think the father of the child is; list in order. Suffolk Admissions will incorporate these questions into their own search. "We are aware of the current legal battles going on right now, but we aren't a public agency, only private. No one comes unless they want to," grinned Coughlin. "I really don't expect too much of a hassle."

Along with the usual test questions name, address, telephone number, etc., the new quiz will include such questions as:

What is your favorite historical sexual fantasy? Do you prefer the back of the class to the front and how does that apply to your favorite sexual position? What would you be willing to do to get into Suffolk? What would you give for an A, A+, or just a passing grade? Does the word "id" have any meaning for you?

Would you be willing to see the professor of your class on advanced help? Where, when, and how? Do you wear Sassoon jeans or are you a Jordache sex? Do you like poetry read to you or are you willing to read poetry during an encounter with the English department? (Frost is an option.)

What were your prior sexual experiences before applying to Suffolk and do you expect more? How many times? With whom? List orderly if you can remember. Who will your parents help you if you cannot pass? What is your mother's bra size?

Do you think the Admissions Director can help? Would you let him and how far would you let him go? The Placement office has obtained a new room at the corner of Washington and Essex Streets. Would you be adverse to visiting them at their nightly office hours?

If Harvard offered what Suffolk offered in the way of sexual help for you, would you go there? Is sex an important part of your life?

If not, why not? Are you a virgin? Will you still be a virgin by the time you exit Suffolk? What do you eat in the morning? Before the new entrance examination, can be distributed to the new students, Coughlin will have to present the exam to the Board of Trustees for final approval.

Could this be Suffolk's new recruitment poster? Admissions Director, Bill Coughlin says, "Yes."

Come to TKE's "LAST HURRAH"
May 8, 1981 8p.m. to 1a.m. at the Holiday Inn in Sommerville featuring the band 'Encore' plus D.J.

Tickets $3 for students $4 for guests in advance $4 for students $5 for guests at the door

Tickets will be on sale outside library during finals week 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
PLAY BALL
KILL ALIENS,
DEFEND CITIES,
AND MORE

at Bostons greatest amusement arcade

Teddy Bear

230 Boylston Street, Boston (near Park Square)

METRO DELI

Specializing in fresh turkey
oversized fresh garden salads
and oversized deli sandwiches

160 Cambridge Street Tel. 742-6319
It took long hours and many months to put together newspapers together. This papers put together by students who fed that humor and social criticism is an important and not a trivial issue; an issue that is protected by first amendment rights.

The parody issue has been a problem at Suffolk University. Last year an attempt to make the journal a free and student controlled press was made to end this tradition. Funding was cut but the spirit of satire was not. The Suffolk Ad-Hoc publicity committee along with the Editor-in-Chief of the Suffolk Journal and advisors sacrificed the parody issue in order to justify their own fears of republic from the Good Majority. We feel sorry for those people who believe that humor can easily be passed off as a trivial issue.

The editors of this newspaper believe that humor is the key to release frustrations of the everyday roadblocks that every person encounters.

This newspaper is not a part of the Suffolk Journal or a parody Suffolk organization. All of the money used to publish this issue was raised exclusively through our advertisers and sponsors. We wish to thank them for their courage and their faith in believing a one time deal could continue. We hope it does not stop there.

We hope people will be able to laugh at this issue themselves. We hope that this publication that opened mindedness the everyday problems would be unbearable.

PUBLISHERS
Nina Gaeta
Mark Michael
Nina Gaeta

EDITORS
Gerry Doherty

GRAPHICS &
AN ART
Nina Gaeta

EDITORIAL CONSULTANT &
Part time typist Dan Murmane.
In the front seat of Eddy's Chevette

by Mark Micheli

Susan: Like, I think it is just disgusting the way Melanie was used by her boss. I don't blame her for quitting. Men have got to stop stereotyping us! I mean, if they hire a woman as a secretary, like, that is all she should have to do. Imagine the nerve of her boss asking her to get his coffee every morning. I'm glad you are not like all those other men who step all over women.

Eddy: You can count on me, Susan. I mean, the relationship we have and everything is really a mutual one! I mean I respect you as a person and you respect me. We don't have to deal with all those sexual innuendos and stereotyping. Geesh! It's awful hot in here—Do you mind if I take off my shirt, huh?

Susan: No, go ahead. I mean, it's just terrible. You have no idea how some men only respect you as a person and relate to woman as just sex urges. Eddy, what are you doing?

Eddy: (Removing his bucket seat and letting it slide to the rear of the car) Oh! Just unbuckling my belt. I start at my feet and work my way up. First the toes, aah! aah!-then the ankles—mmm!-then the knees—oooh, that feels good! Then the...

Peter Hancy (Gunter),

Let's go to a place where budville or rice runs, where soft warm sand is everywhere, and the sands and sky are crystal clear. A place where it rains crystal clear water and endless visions. A place where recluses come from trees and candy comes grow out of the ground. A place with a billy healing fountain and automatic foot massages and constant ear ticklers. A place where people are near love and are never old, sick, sad or sorry. Yeah!'Now forever!'
"Whip it" at Suffolk's new school of punk
by Janet Constantakes

Suffolk University will open a new school this fall according to high-placed sources.

The University, which presently houses a School of Liberal Arts, School of Management, and Law School, plans to call its most recent school, the School of Punk, in which students can pursue a career in punkdom.

Students will be taught a somewhat difficult art of being a punk. Courses will include, "Dressing the Part," "the Literature of a Punk," "The Role of the New Wave of Music," and "How to Survive the Spite Experience."

Vice President and Treasurer Francis "Tuition Checks" Flannery says he hopes the new school will cause many of the Emerson students to defect to Suffolk, "those kids really know where its at!" stated Flannery. "Many will breeze through the punk fashion course, and, more importantly, they are rich, rich, rich!" Flannery says that he does not anticipate sending any overture tuition bills to the Emer­sionites, because, in his words, "they have more class than the present Suffolk student who begs and grovels for tuition extensions..."

Suffolk students had mixed reactions to the change. One unimportant TKE member expressed his discontentment at the change, saying the move would wipe out the few normals and rock and rollers the school had, but since he is unimportant, his statement was just a waste of paper.

Current University punks, including the Dean of Students, and the new president, along with the best Public Address System in town, WSFR radio, hailed the move as one of the smartest moves in University history.

"SFR station manager and her look-a-like boyfriend see the move as a boom toward the station and the music it plays. "I guess we can get away from the 'COZ type of shit we are famous for and get on with the way life is now."

Modern Language Chairman Alberto "I Could Have Rumba'd All Night" Mendez was in tears over the news, stating that he had planned to put on a "Bang up anniversary Springfest show" and thought it was a pretty lousy move to those responsible to make such an important move after his 75th anniversary show.

The news also brought about a melee in the cafeteria, when the "Disco never dies, Polyester Forever, Cafeterias" bunch were brutally and also savagely attacked by the "Bring back Sid Vicious" Ridgeway fans. The Sid's, as they like to be called, ripped their polyester clothes to shreds, saying they would not rest until every would-be disco bum was ejected from the University.

The Suffolk Punk School will not require an entrance exam or enrollement papers, but the require­ments for admittal are as follows: *Must be a Spitz Card holder for at least a year.*

*Must listen to Oedipus since he began his radio career.*

*Must own one leopard skin shirt. The real stuff, no phonyes please.*

*Must shop exclusively at punk stores for everything from hair dye to underwear.*

*Must understand the truly deep and meaningful world of punkdom.*

*Must know by heart the entire words to songs like "Holiday in Cambodia" "White Punks on Dope", "Rock Lobster," and just about every other song the B-52's ever recorded, sang, or just thought about.*

Admissions Director Bill Coughin says he will personally go over every applicant because, in his words, "XTC forever, and Suffolk ain't no citadel of sin."

All ads in this issue are genuine

(except page 3).

Interview with Fartwell

Continued from page 6

want to do is okay by us. I mean, Warren Burger is my idol; he hates everything.

PR: How do you feel about Freedom of the Press, you know First Amendment Rights?

JF: I think people are tired of reading bad news. It's obscene. Newspapers get off on bad news. That's pornography.

Look at Hustler, or Playboy and Girl. All obscenities. Look at the American Herald or the Boston Globe, all they give us is bad press. That's obscene too. And take this rag you people insist on calling a newspaper! Parody and Satire are obscene, no one should be able to laugh at themselves or at other. Laughter is cruel and serves no just or good purpose.

PR: Ah, yah, right. Well, what do you think is good and factual news? Where can people read that?

JF: Papers like the National Enquirer, the Star, and Midnight Globe have very interesting articles. They carry the latest medical breakthroughs and fill people in on all the filth that movie stars are involved in.

The Star had a very nice article on Marie Osmond a few weeks ago on how she wants to stay a virgin until she gets married. She did get one thing wrong. She said she wants to marry someone she loves. Again, that's wrong. Love and marriage don't mix.

PR: You call those newspapers? We think lies are obscene, the kind those papers write on all the time.

JF: Hey, fornicate yourself if you can't take it seriously.

Editor's Note: Shortly after this interview, Reverend Jerry Fartwell was wel­comed by the Suffolk University Board of Trustees and voted in as a member in good standing.

GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

hopes to see

new pledges next fall

and wishes the class of 1981 the best of luck!
The Program Board and Council

Wishes

the Class of 1981

Good Luck
DAN PETTPAS, at large

BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY—Believing that God was an ancient astronaut, Elmer P. Droud, 42, has built a rocket in his backyard and intends to fly it to meet his maker.

"I've seen those movies that Rod Serling narrated and I'm convinced God was an astronaut," Droud said. "I intend to prove this by flying out to get him."

Droud's rocket consists of a second-hand aluminum farm silo he purchased at an auction and a $35 billion computer he found in a New Jersey junk yard.

"That silo cost me more that the computer," said Droud. "Hell, I've got more room in there than the Space Shuttle!"

Droud said the problem of what to use as fuel has perplexed him for months. "But then a traveling saleslady came to my door with an offer I couldn't refuse."

"I've got more room in there than the Space Shuttle," said Droud. "Hell, I intend to prove this by flying out to meet him."

Dolan says he is capable of extra-sensory perception of the first order, "Hooliganism," said Melvin Jenkins. "He sensed it when at the age of seven Melvin had yet to master the art of toilet training and had to wear rubber pants to keep neat. She knew Melvin was going to be a failure."

"I can make pictures come out of a box too, but the box has to be perfectly natural," Dolan said.

Dolan also claims that he is able to make ice melt on a summer day, Dixie cups, cause street lights to blink, and make flowers grow from seeds in an hour. "I like to think of myself more as a magician," Dolan said. "But I keep at it, I can do it."

Dolan also claims that he is able to make pictures come out of a little box and that he can turn the theme to "Love Story" come out of a little metal and wire box he had in his pocket.

"I can make pictures come out of a little box too, but the box has to be bigger," Dolan admits that he is still learning his craft. "I have some difficulty getting Channel Seven," he said.

Dolan also claims that he is able to make ice melt on a summer day, make flowers grow from seeds in Dixie cups, cause street lights to go on at night, and force his dog to sit simply by command. "I don't understand these powers myself," he said. "I guess I'm just lucky, or blessed."

### Space Invaders

**Champ a dummy**

**PROVO, UTAH—**Some men were destined to be rich, famous, respected and admired. They were meant to be great doctors, scientists, engineers, authors, oh for artists. But not Melvin Jenkins.

"I've seen those movies that Rod Serling narrated and I'm convinced God was an ancient astronaut," Droud said. "I intend to prove this by flying out to get him."

Dolan made what sounded like the theme to "Love Story" come out of a little box.

Dolan also claims that he is able to make ice melt on a summer day, Dixie cups, cause street lights to blink, and make flowers grow from seeds in an hour.

"I like to think of myself more as a magician," Dolan said. "But I keep at it, I can do it."

Dolan also claims that he is able to make pictures come out of a little box too, but the box has to be perfectly natural.

"I can make pictures come out of a little box too, but the box has to be bigger," Dolan admits that he is still learning his craft. "I have some difficulty getting Channel Seven," he said.

Dolan also claims that he is able to make ice melt on a summer day, make flowers grow from seeds in Dixie cups, cause street lights to go on at night, and force his dog to sit simply by command.

"I don't understand these powers myself," he said. "I guess I'm just lucky, or blessed."

### Rosie trains' runners

by Ken Bloch

She thought that she had the system beat, but in the end it was the system that beat her. Despite a time-tested strategy, Rosie Ruiz placed third in this year's Boston Marathon, falling in her bid to repeat victory in the Women's Division, because of an unexpected problem with service on the subway system of the Metropolitan Bay Transit Authority (MBTA).

Using the techniques that captured the first breath of life for her last year, she left the starting line with the other runners at Hopkinton and ran approximately five blocks to the car of her trainer. The pair then drove to Chestnut Hill, Newton, had a light champagne brunch at the Sydney Hill Country Club, then went across the street to do some quick shopping at Bloomingdale's, "for something nice to wear across the finish line," explained Ruiz. Finally they drove to Cleveland Circle, where Ruiz rode a Green Line train headed to Kenmore Square, for the last leg of Ruiz's "run" down the street to the Pru
dential Center.

Problems arose for Ruiz when the doors of the Light (Sub) Vehicle (LTV) she was riding in refused to open at Kenmore, trapping Ruiz and the other passengers for twenty minutes.

This week's "T" composed, purposely Malingering, attributed the dog problems to Advisory Board sabotage. "They hate me, Barry (T Chairman Jerry)."

Eddie (Gov. King), and would do anything to make us look bad, said Malingering. But Ruiz runs the blame completely on the Governor and MBTA mismanagement. "What the hell is the point of using the subway system if it doesn't run right? A whole generation of talented runners is depending on my strategy to become stars." Ruiz has fears for the future of the sport if this problem continues. "What's going to happen to all the young runners with little talent? What victories can they hope for if our nation's subways don't run right?"

She went on to say that her immediate future is uncertain. She had planned to run in the up-coming San Francisco Marathon, but talk of a transit strike in that city has changed her plans.

But still she wonders about Boston and its MBTA. "I just don't see why this system is so unreliable," she said the other Latino. "I mean I've competed in lots of marathons in cities like New York, "I've run," and even London, and all their subways run right.

Rosie Ruiz was asked why Ali wanted to fight the deceased boxer. "Ali could certainly show off his speed and cunning," King commented. "I mean, Louis wouldn't be moving around too much. But don't think the champ has it easy. Louis could take a lot of punishment and still be a thing. But I'm confident Ali can take him."

Some of the reporters present questioned their correspondent's ability to handle a fight. "Yeah, but there are a lot of people out there who could pay a lot of money to see it," said King.

Rosie Ruiz was reportedly in training using dead weights.

"I see my mother's face in each and every one of those little aliens and I just blow those suckers away and into oblivion." Jenkins' mother, Mrs. Emma Crab Jenkins, however seemed impressed. "He still has to wear rubber pants."

### Ali to fight

LAGOS, NIGERIA—Three-time heavyweight boxing champion Mohammed Ali announced today that he will fight again in July, though his opponent could be as soon as this summer and may be held here.

"You reporters think I'm over the hill," Ali said. "But I'm the greatest. Everyone else in boxing are just stiff."

To prove it, boxing promoter Don King says the former champ wants to fight Joe Louis in a ten round contest.

"I'm going to float like a butterfly, fly and sting like a bee," Ali said. "I'm going to whoop Joe Louis and I'll take only three." Don King was asked why Ali wanted to fight the deceased boxer. "Ali could certainly show off his speed and cunning," King commented. "I mean, Louis wouldn't be moving around too much. But don't think the champ has it easy. Louis could take a lot of punishment and still be a thing. But I'm confident Ali can take him."

Some of the reporters present questioned their correspondent's ability to handle a fight. "Yeah, but there are a lot of people out there who could pay a lot of money to see it," said King.

Rosie Ruiz was reportedly in training using dead weights.
Hookers feel effects of Proposition 2.5

By Dan Mumane

Prostitutes are usually willing to listen to any proposition. However there is one which makes them violently mad.

"I don't know how I'm going to pay my daughters' tuition at Suffolk next year," laments Rosie Boom-Boom Washington. "My business is falling off. Several of my best customers have lost their jobs and now they can't afford me. It's all because of Prop. 2.5."

Rosie is not alone in her disgust with Prop. 2.5. Reports indicate business in Boston's Combat Zone is at an all-time low. Lulu, a veteran lady of the evening, says, "Shit man, I've even started to have to buy my own drinks."

However, the prostitutes are not taking the new measure lying down. They have come together to form PAP (Prostitutes Against Proposition 2.5). The group's purpose will be to smear the reputations of local politicians in an effort to have Prop. 2.5 repealed.

"I have names and dates and could easily ruin many prominent politicians," warns one streetwalker. "And if this measure isn't revoked I'm going to give it to them right up the ass."

Madams are also feeling the growing effects of 2.5. Betsy, who runs a local brothel, has had to lay-off a number of her employees. "I feel terrible turning these girls onto the streets, but what can I do? I'm in over my head and can't seem to get a grip on the rising inflation."

Beatrice specializes in kinky sex, but has had to return to dispensing regular "wham-bam specials." "Many of my 'friends' have lost their jobs and are on unemployment. They just can't get it up (the extra money) for anything else."

Roscoe manages a 'stable' of beauties and he too, is feeling the pinch. "I feel terrible turning these girls onto the streets, but what can I do? I'm in over my head and can't seem to get a grip on the rising inflation."

Beatrice specializes in kinky sex, but has had to return to dispensing regular "wham-bam specials." "Many of my 'friends' have lost their jobs and are on unemployment. They just can't get it up (the extra money) for anything else."

Roscoe is also having a tough time keeping the payments on his pink El Dorado up.

All concerned are tired of moaning and getting no results. So, PAP and others concerned with the plight of prostitution in Boston are planning some heavy action.

They are taking it to the streets in a walk-a-thon to raise money for legal action against the city. A rally is planned for the Boston Common in midsummer and all those who are registered to vote are writing to their congressmen.

One member of PAP summed up the motto of the association this way: "They ain't gonna screw us no more."
Alpha Phi Omega

Presents

THE FOOLS

Sunday, May 10 (after finals) 8:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

AT THE CHANNEL 25 NECCO ST. NEAR SOUTH STATION

tickets $4.00 with Suffolk ID
$6.00 for guests

Tickets available in the Suffolk University cafeteria
or in RI 14 or call 648-6464

D.J. and back-up band ("Section 8")